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ABOUT THIS ISSUE 

Several years ago at the NCTE conference in Atlanta, teachers sat around a 
table discussing whole language. At issue was whether or not it was wise in the 
current political climate to call yourself a whole language teacher. The discussion 
leader, a prominent and widely-published educator, told the story of a teacher who 
had gone through several changes in administration in her school. Each time, the 
administrators made big changes in the language arts curriculum. The teacher 
would learn the concept names and buzz words of the new programs, then teach 
whole language as she had been doing under the cover of these new labels. In this 
way, she could teach the way she thought she should without ever having to wage 
a political battle. 
Almost ten years later many teachers still feel compelled to give creative 
names to the whole language they practice in their classrooms. And, while much 
has been written describing what whole language is and isn't, for many there is 
still a mystique that surrounds it. But not for the teachers you meet in the arti­
cles that follow. Whether in urban settings or rural, and from first grade through 
high school, the whole language teachers herein are clear about where they 
stand, what the term whole language means, and how it guides their teaching. 
Reading the articles will take you into whole language classrooms where stu­
dents share their perspectives on whole language; where they read, write about, 
and construct caves, write pen pal letters, publish collections of their writing. and 
read. write. and discuss within broad themes. What you will see are students 
engaged in meaningful and authentic activities. 
We close the themed section of the journal with the NCTE Fact Sheets on 
Whole Language developed by Connie Weaver. 
Next. Cooper provides an insightful examination of the ways teachers at dif­
ferent levels describe writing in portfolios. while Barnett explores the role of peer 
tutors at a college writing center. 
We begin the column section of this issue with book reviews by Brockman 
and Steffel. Then, we feature Pam Waterbury in our teacher education column, 
where she demonstrates how to engage students in poetry. 
We close this issue with Diana Mitchell's LAJM Resources, an annotated bib­
liography of fifty new young adult books. 
Mary Dekker Diana Mitchell 
